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The history of the horse refers to
wedding ceremonies in polish region of
Warmia and Mazury (Warmian and
Masurian). Because the horse played an
important role in it from the very
beginning of getting to know the young
couple. In the villages, tradition made
that a matchmaker come for the first
visit to a girl with a cabbage. Before
entering the hut, he had the bite of it to
the horse. Then this requisite served him
to start the conversation.

Then preparations for the wedding
began, during which the master of
ceremonies invited people to the
wedding. He entered the room with
his horse. The horse's participation
heralded happiness.

The young couple also had to be
taken to the wedding by a horse-
drawn carriage. The most beautiful
horse was chosen, brushed, and
ribbons were woven into the mane
and tail. A well-fed horse symbolized
a life free from worries and full of
joy.

https://sklepludowy.pl/userdata/public/
assets//13620754_1257760084253795_35
54660811402169047_n.jpg

The figurines have a characteristic shape
and various colors, from bridal white,
through pastels, to saturated colors. The
“Konik” (little horse) is also an element of
the history of the region of Warmia and
Mazury and the cultural heritage within the
tradition and rituals.

The image of a horse is also one of the most
common motifs in polish folk art - ceramic
sculptures, wood carvings, cutouts, straw
and wicker products were made with it, and
toys for the youngest.



horse 
in culture 
and art

Over time, the horse images began to
be placed on various objects. The
image of a wedding horse can be
found on the oldest painted stove tile
from the region of Warmia and
Mazury, from 1784.

Today, the figure of the horse still
inspires the creators. You can find
figurines that are moneyboxes in
which money is given to the
newlyweds. Its symbolism is
saturated with good energy and
even magic, which it has been
spreading for nearly three
centuries.

The figure of a horse in Polish
painting

Wojciech KOSSAK (1856-1942)
Ułan i dziewczyna, 1920

Polish painting, in which the horse
played a huge role, developed
from the second half of the 18th
century. It was dominated by
patriotic and national themes -
portraits of leaders or battles won.
After the First World War, the
painting was dominated by themes
related to the war and polish
legions with a horse as a very
important element.



STEP 1
what do you need

  a printed template of a 
 horse on A4 sheet.
Available as an
attachment or download
HERE 
 blue felt sheet or in other
colour you like 
 red mouline or any other
color. You can choose 2
different colors of
mouline (selected color
for the tail and mane of
the horse, different color
for the stitching)
 filling in the form of
cotton wool or other
 needle
 scissors
 pencil
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7.

STEP 2 
drawing a horse on felt

 
Draw the cut horse template twice on the felt
sheet

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eA6bWUzX9aOcLorlRjIEiyZORKeBF4Dg/view?usp=sharing


STEP 4 
sewing

 

STEP 3 
cutting out

 

Cut the traced horse twice. Don't
worry if your horse looks more like
a dog, it will look like a horse when
you add the tail and mane.

Fold the 2 layers of the horse so that they
fit together and bartack around the
circumference of the template. Use white
or red mouline for this. Leave small gaps.
Remember to start sewing by making a
knot ;)

STEP 5 
stuffing

 
Inside the horse, put cotton
wool or other filling, for
example, such as for a pillow.
When sewing, it is worth
remembering to stuff hard-
to-reach parts, such as the
horse's head or legs, before
the elements are sewn
together. You can help
yourself with a pencil to stuff
narrow parts.



STEP 6 
tail

 
To make a tail, cut a large piece of mouline and start sewing in the mouline leaving
large loops. Repeat the action a few or a dozen times depending on how thick the tail
you want to get. Then, wrap the entire tail around the tail several times and make a
final loop. Cut the tail to the length you want.

STEP 7 
mane

 
To create the mane, prepare 3
mouline wraps by wrapping
around 2 fingers. Tie a loop on
each of them so that they don't
untie. Sew the loops one by one
along the horse's head one
after another. Finally, when you
have all the loops sewn on, cut
them with scissors and trim to
your preferred mane length.
Ready! :)

Now you can attach a safety pin
to create a unique brooch from
your horse or attach a pendant
to hang it on your favorite
purse or backpack.
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